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Executive Summary  
 

The objective of this year’s University of Rochester Solar Splash (URSS) team was to increase 

our scores in every race by at least 50% at the International Solar Splash Competition, and to 

once again be competitive with the top veteran teams. This competitive spirit has driven a 

group of engineers at the University of Rochester to become enthusiastic about the application 

of their studies and solar power as an alternative source of energy. Rochester Solar Splash team 

members committed thousands of hours and dollars to their fifth iteration of a competitive 

Solar Splash boat. 

 

Out of consideration for the endurance portion of the competition, URSS aimed to increase the 

efficiency and power output of the solar panels. To this end, two new lightweight and efficient 

solar panels by SBM Solar were purchased. These panels are a third the weight of previous 

year’s panels while outputting 35% more power. In addition, these panels are much more 

durable and long lasting, built with shock resistant coating and rated to run for a minimum of 

30 minutes underwater. With these new panels, the URSS boat runs for a longer time with 

greater power output. 

 

With the intention to submit a much more hydrodynamic and aerodynamic hull design than in 

previous years, it was determined that the existing hull could not be modified, which called for 

the construction of a brand new hull design. Taking what was learned from the previous year’s 

competition, the new hull was designed to be much smaller and more agile. The goal was to 

design a hull that allowed sufficient control at high speeds and around corners with minimal 

body roll. For compatibility with both the sprint and endurance portions of the competition, this 

new design is a trimaran with a central planing hull to allow for excellent lift production at high 

speeds, and tapered side hulls for precise turning. This hull would enjoy the benefits of a 

surface drive configuration as well as a lift producing airfoil.  The hull will be efficient in the 

sprint portion, as it generates less drag and essentially rides atop the water. The effectively 

large static surface area is best in the endurance portion of the race, as it does not require the 

high speeds of a pickle fork catamaran hull to operate. This hull is made from epoxy-coated 

fiberglass supported by foam core stringers.  

 

The calibration of the throttle to transmit the correct range of voltages to the motor controller 

increases the usability of the system. The throttle enclosure has also been redesigned to become 

a gated shifter to allow for minimal strain on the skipper during the endurance race, while 

lending to overall effective straight ramp acceleration for the sprint race. Other upgrades 

include the use of a new rudder designed for racing and a new pulley system to increase the 

responsiveness when turning the boat. These improvements result in easier and more controlled 

boat handling. 

 

The process of upgrading our Solar Splash boat system has improved the engineering skills of 

all the students involved in the 2014-2015 University of Rochester Solar Splash Team. We 

hope to improve our performance this year and believe our improved engineering will allow us 

to be very successful in Dayton. 
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Overall Project Objectives 

 

The University of Rochester’s major goals this year include the incorporation and use of a new 

hull designed for efficiency in both the sprint and endurance portions of the competition. In 

previous competitions, the hull produced a substantial amount of drag as it did not produce a 

sufficient lifting force out of the water. Other major improvements include the use of a 

programmer to set the motor controller’s specifications, which will most definitely improve 

performance. The previous design did not allow for specific control of certain parameters, such 

as the maximum allowable rpm for the motor. Additionally, the new design incorporates much 

more efficient and lightweight solar panels than in the previous design. Improvements elsewhere 

in the steering and circuitry will hopefully raise Rochester’s results this June as well. 

 

Analysis of Integral Systems 

Solar System 

 

Previous Design 

The solar panels used in every previous year were three model SX 170Bs manufactured by BP. 

Each panel weighs 33.1 lbs., for a total weight of 99.3 lbs., and has an efficiency of 11%, for a 

total power output of 510W at 32V. In addition, a FlexMax60 MPPT charge controller by 

Outback Power Systems was used to interface between the solar panels and the batteries. The 

FlexMax60 is designed to maximize power conversion from the panels to the batteries with a 

conversion rate of 98.1%. To do this, the FlexMax60 utilizes a Max Power-Point Tracking 

Algorithm, or MPPT for short. 

 

While this system served us well in past years, there were several shortcomings, specifically 

with respect to the solar panels. The SX 170B panels were heavy and unwieldy to work with 

during construction and competition. At almost 100 lbs., the panels required a strong and heavy 

mounting system to safely secure them to the boat while in use. In addition, the panels were 

relatively inefficient, having only 11% efficiency and a power-to-weight ratio of 5.2 watts per 

pound. For this year’s competition, a core focus was obtaining more efficient and lighter panels 

to both increase power output to the motor and reduce overall weight. 

 

Analysis of Design Concepts 

This year, two SBM Solar 258W modules were used. Each of these panels has a power output 

of 258W and weighs only 15lbs. They have a conversion efficiency of 20% or more and output 

30V. Both panels were electrically configured in series to output a total of 60V to the 

FlexMax60 charge controller, which then converts the input provided by the panels to the 36V 

needed by the battery system. 

 

As previously mentioned, these solar panels are both more efficient and lighter in weight than 

the panels used in previous years. The most important metric used in deciding to acquire these 

panels was their power-to-weight ratio of 17.2 Watts per pound, a 330% increase from last 
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year’s panels. The lighter weight of the panels required and allowed for a much lighter and 

more compact mounting system, which is especially important this year given the size of the 

new hull. Additionally, in accordance with the higher efficiency of the panels, the total panel 

surface area is lower than last year’s – a total of 34.6 sq. ft. compared to the 40.7 sq. ft. of last 

year’s panels. The SBM panels are also much more durable than the previous panels, having a 

shock resistant coating (IEC 61215) and a rating for a minimum of 30 minutes of runtime when 

submerged 1 meter underwater (IPX7) while remaining undamaged. 

 

The SBM solar panels outperform our previous panels in every aspect. They provide a total 

power output of 516 Watts at one third of the weight and 15% less surface area. These panels 

enable the boat to run for a longer time, giving it a longer endurance and keeping overall weight 

lower, making the boat faster. In fact, because 516 Watts is over the maximum panel power of 

480 Watts, 2.5 sq. ft. of the panels was taped off in order to bring the power output of the panels 

within regulation. In all, these panels brought great performance improvements this year and 

should be useful for several years to come. Table 1 summarizes a direct comparison between the 

new and old solar systems. 
 

 2013-2014 System 2014-2015 System 

Solar Panels Model SX 170B by BP SBM Solar modules 

# of Panels 3 2 

Panel Surface Area 40.7 sq. ft. 34.6 sq. ft. 

Power Output 510W 516W (2.5 sq. ft. taped off to limit to 480W) 

Voltage Output 32V 30V 

Efficiency 11% 20% 

Weight 33.1 lbs. per panel x3 panels 15 lbs. per panel x2 panels 

Resistive Power Loss 

During Sprint  
2.3% or 304W 0.8% or 108W 

Table 1. Tabulated comparison of previous and current solar panel specifications. 

Power Electronics System 
 

Overview 

The boat utilizes the Curtis 1238 Motor Controller for its ease in programming to the current 

design specifications. It is connected to the batteries, which feed a set voltage of 36V and 

output a various range of voltages and currents depending on user input. The output is 

connected directly to the motor, which receives the power and converts it into mechanical 

energy. Other inputs from the motor controller include the dead man switch and the throttle. In 

previous years, URSS has used battery configurations that utilize of a different set of batteries 

for each portion of the race – one set each for the sprint and endurance races. As in the previous 

years, this year’s design utilizes three 42Ah batteries and three 44Ah batteries for the 

endurance and sprint portions of the competition, respectively. All control wires for start-up 

switches, throttle, and data cables are passed to the back of the boat and to the dashboard. With 

this configuration all high current wires and components are close together, keeping the high 
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current wires short and resistance losses low, while all the control wires are brought to the 

pilot, keeping him away from the potential danger of the power electronics. 

 

Previous Design 

Last year, many different styles and sizes of wire were used due to lack of resources and poor 

documentation from previous years. In addition, the wiring harness was not engineered well 

which introduced inefficiencies and safety hazards. This year, the overarching power electronics 

system remains the same as in past years. However, there is a substantial improvement in the 

wiring and wiring harness in terms of uniformity and organization in order to reduce 

crowdedness in the boat and enable easier troubleshooting. 

 

Analysis of Design Concepts and Design Testing 

The Power electronics system currently consists of: the Curtis 1236 motor controller, a 36-48V, 

650 Amp controller designed for a wide range of AC electric motor applications; an AC-9 

three- phase AC electric motor capable of a peak of 18 HP, a continuous 6HP, and a maximum 

of 6800 RPMs; three Genesis 42Ah batteries for the endurance competition; and three Optima 

8022-091-FFP RedTop Group 75/25 batteries for the sprint competition. Due to propeller 

specifications, the motor RPMs were reduced to around 3000RPMs for greater efficiency in 

both motor current consumption and propeller thrust. The schematic for the power side of the 

electronics system can be seen in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic for the electronic system 

The motor controller is fed with 36V from three batteries in series. The low current logic 

portion of the controller is activated by both a normally open dead man's switch and a low 

current toggle switch, which were connected in series with a 20 Amp fuse. The logic portion of 

the controller then activates a high current contactor, which energizes the rest of the power 

system. This setup allows for less high current wiring, lowering resistance and increasing 

overall efficiency, while still providing full control over the system and emergency shutoff 

capability. 
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This year, the wires for each of the electrical subsystems were standardized and made uniform. 

All battery-to-battery and battery-to-motor controller connections are made with 1/0 flexible 

battery cable having a high strand count and heavy duty crimped, soldered, and heat-shrink 

sealed terminals. The solar charger wiring uses 10 AWG wire with crimped and heat-shrink 

sealed connections. Finally, the motor controller to motor connection uses the same 4/0 welding 

cable that had been used in previous years. The improved wiring configuration increases the 

physical robustness of the wiring system along with increasing the organization and ease of 

maintenance due to the new standardized layout. 

 

The layout and bus bar system was also updated for this year’s design. The layouts of the power 

electronics subsystems – batteries, motor controller, solar charger, and motor – were 

concentrated towards the front of the boat in a 3’ x 3’ area. This allowed for the power feeds to 

remain short, keeping their overall resistances low. The bus bars this year were also redesigned. 

Two 3” x 5” x 1.75” aluminum blocks are used as a central connection point for all the main 

power subsystems: the batteries, motor controller, and solar battery charger. Each of these three 

subsystems is connected in parallel. These aluminum blocks are much larger than last years’ 

copper bus bars, allowing for more space to attach wire terminals and an overall sturdier and 

lower-resistance connection point.  The team did not take into account dissimilar material 

corrosion issues due to the short time that the aluminum bus bars would be attached to the copper 

wires.  However, as part of the pre-race and post-race systems validation inspections, the team 

checks for any sign of oxidation on the bus bars. If oxidation is present, the team takes the 

necessary steps to remove the surface corrosion before the boat is to be launched again. 

Aluminum blocks were initially chosen because of their machinability and inexpensive cost 

compared to brass; a material of which will be utilized in future configurations.  

 

Other improvements this year include vacuum forming water-tight compartments for all the 

power electronics components. Such compartments keep the power electronics systems dry while 

also improving organization and maintainability of the systems while reducing safety hazards. 

 

The throttle enclosure was also updated to gated-shifter system so that the throttle can be locked 

into a particular position. This way the skipper does not need to hold the throttle manually for the 

entirety of the endurance race, which caused problems in the previous competition. To maintain 

safety, the gated-shifter mechanism is designed so that the throttle can be quickly pushed 

sideways and then spring back to the neutral position, causing the motor to stop turning. There is 

also a dead-man’s switch, which if released in an emergency, will immediately cut all power, 

regardless of the throttle’s locked position. 

Electrical Systems 
 

Overview of Previous/Current Design 

The electrical systems were primarily located on the dashboard. One electrical system was 

comprised of the safety switches, throttle, and the digital readout display from the motor 

controller. The other electrical system controlled the bilge pump and distress alarm. 
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The first electrical system interacted with the motor controller. There were two switches and 

the throttle on the dashboard that controlled the power to both the motor controller and motor. 

The circuit diagram detailing this electrical system is outlined in Figure 2 and Appendix J. The 

switches acted as a redundant system so that the power electronics system could not be 

accidently activated during testing or set-up. One is a dead man’s switch, which was normally 

open with a clip to hold it closed. This clip was attached via a cord to the skipper so the switch 

would flip open and deactivate all power to the motor and motor controller immediately should 

he fall out or another emergency warranted immediate engine cutoff. The second switch is a 

fused on-switch that is used to turn on the boat during normal operation. A 20A fuse ensured 

that if there were a malfunction in the motor controller, the fuse would blow and deactivate the 

power system before more damage could be done. To turn the boat on, this switch provided 

power to a high current contactor that connected the high current wires from the batteries to the 

motor controller, thus enabling the power system. 

The throttle signal was passed to the motor controller and proportionally set the magnitude of 

current delivered to the motor. It operated as potentiometer that fed a voltage between 0V and 

5V to the motor controller, which was then translated to RPMs from the motor and propeller. 

The electrical system also interacted with a digital display monitor. This digital display had the 

ability to read error codes, approximate battery capacity, approximate rotational speed of the 

motor, and perform other related motor performance measurements used for data analysis and 

information on the appropriate boat speed during the endurance race. On the dashboard, a 

toggle button was included to cycle through the various motor metrics. 

 

The final feature of the electrical system is the forward/reverse switch. This switch allowed for 

easier navigation in and out of the dock, however, the reverse direction has a limited maximum 

current to prevent excessive speeds in reverse that could damage the drive train. 

 

The second electrical system, the bilge pump and distress alarm, requires a supplemental battery. 

The bilge pump battery was selected to be compatible with the 600 gallon per hour bilge pump. 

This bilge pump required approximately 1.5A. For this reason, a 12V battery with at least a 4 

Amps per hour capacity was required. The Powersonic PS-1270 F1 battery was selected because 

it has a 6A-h capacity for 5 hours of continuous discharge. This selection assumed the bilge 

pump could run for up to four hours throughout the two, two-hour endurance races. In addition, 

this battery powers an electronic distress alarm in parallel to the bilge pump. Switches for each 

the bilge pump and distress alarm are located on the dashboard. 
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Figure 2. Full schematic of circuit used in electrical system. 

 

 

Hull Design and Construction Processes 
 

Hull Design: Overall Hull Shape Design Process 
 

Previous Hull Design 

The 2013-2014 academic year marked the second year that the University of Rochester team 

personally manufactured a hull from an Orca3D design. The previous hull design had several 

issues that limited its success in the competition. The hybrid planing-displacement design 

worked well in CFD analysis, but in use, the height and weight of the hull was extremely 

difficult to maneuver in wind. The previous hull was also much thicker than necessary, which 

lead to a curb weight of approximately 550 lbs. fully loaded, without the skipper. This required 

an excessive amount of power to move the boat off the starting line. That said, the planing 

feature of the previous hull performed excellently, effectively lifting the boat out of the water as 

intended to reduce drag. Even more, imperfections in the hull’s water-tightness caused 

continuous leakage throughout the previous competition. This forced the previous team to 

improvise with expandable foam, oil seals, and multiple strategically placed bilge pumps. 

 

Analysis of Design Concepts 

In an effort to improve the standing in the competition, the University of Rochester’s Solar 

Splash team decided to completely redesign the shape of the hull. The original hull shape was 

hugely inefficient both in the sprint and endurance portions of the competition, and thus 

presented the team with a significant opportunity for improvement. Inspired by the pickle-fork 

racing catamarans of the 1970’s, the team aimed to create a hybrid hull shape that would 

combine both the high-speed performance of a lift-inducing airfoil with the low-speed efficiency 

of a displacement hull with a large surface area. This concept was achieved by creating core 

specifications to continuously develop through prototyping and flume analysis. 
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Using Dassault Systèmes’ Solidworks fluids program, multiple revisions of our pickle fork 

trimaran were created and tested which helped streamline the overall design.  In drawing the 

hull, multiple 3D sketched cross-sections were stitched together to make one solid surface. From 

our previous experience with a motor placement and shaft angle, it became apparent that a 

central planing hull was necessary to provide optimal lift conditions.  The plane of the transom 

was fixed at a four-degree offset angle from the neutral vertical axis to allow the propeller shaft 

to exit at an optimal surface drive height and angle.  Each side hull is gently tapered upward 

towards the stern to give an ideal surface to ride on when the center hull is on plane; all lending 

towards the lift created from the U-channels between the catamaran hulls. A full schematic of the 

boat assembly can be seen in Figure 3 and Appendix K. 

 

 
Figure 3. 3D CAD Drawing of hull design. 

 

At the Dayton competition, the most successful boats were the smallest and lightest.  Learning 

from this, the hull was designed to be 10 feet in length, 6.5 feet shorter than the previous design.  

 

Hull Design Testing and Evaluation 

The hull design was tested in water to experimentally find the waterline to confirm it displaced 

the correct amount. After testing, each component of the drive, steering, and electronic systems 

was placed in the hull without a skipper, causing a 12-degree center of mass angle towards the 

bow. The design displayed nearly no cavitation in the water, however it was determined that the 

addition of flaps would benefit the design while turning. Initially, it was determined that 3 layers 

of fiberglass and resin would be sufficient, but stress and torsion testing revealed that at least 2 

additional layers were required to support the stringers. 

 

Hull Construction: Mold-Making Process 

 

Previous Mold-Making Process 

The previous hull shape was manufactured by printing cross-sections of the model onto 2-inch-

thick slabs of foam. The foam cross-sections were then sandwiched together and used as a mold 
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to lay fiberglass atop. This method was successful in 2011 when constructing the new bow. In 

contrast to the previous construction process, however, a majority of the original foam mold had 

to be removed from the fiberglass overlay for the internal components. A reciprocating saw was 

used to carve out large chunks of foam and then acetone to dissolve any remaining foam. The 

end result was a thin fiberglass shell, which required additional reinforcement from a core 

material and internal bracing. Roughly 100 cross-sections were extracted from the computer 

model, taken at 2-inch intervals along the length of the boat. Each cross section was exported as 

an image file and then imported into Microsoft PowerPoint. The full-size images were then 

printed onto paper using a large poster printer. These printed cross section images were glued 

onto slabs of 2-inch thick insulation foam and cut to shape with a band saw. The paper outlines 

were then removed and the foam sections were glued sequentially to produce a life-size foam 

model of the resulting hull.  Although this system was accurate and relatively easy, the time that 

it took to accomplish this task was exponentially larger than the mold making process should be. 

 

 
Figure 4. In 2013, cross-sections were pasted onto insulation foam and cut. 

Analysis of Mold-Making Concepts 

Under consideration for the team’s significant time constraints, it became apparent that the best 

and most accurate way to create the hull mold would be to use a CNC router to cut a negative 

foam mold.  Fortunately, the University of Rochester found a vendor in Sunnyvale, CA with a 

CNC router large enough to cut the design out of expanded polystyrene blocks.  

 

Once the mold arrived, the team took multiple steps to prepare the mold for fiberglass layers. 

The process first required applying multiple layers of a polymer called Styropoxy, which adhered 

to the foam surface to create a solid non-permeable surface. This new surface could then be 

finely sanded smooth. Afterwards, multiple layers of carnauba mold release wax were applied to 

the styropoxy surface to allow for easy fiberglass removal. After a smooth layer of wax, 

fiberglass layers infused with epoxy were finally applied to the mold to create the hull. Once the 

epoxy dried and the fiberglass layers summed to a sufficient thickness, the shell was removed by 

applying multi-axial pressure, employing the use of airbags between the fiberglass and mold. 
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Figure 5. Blue styropoxy applied to the foam hull mold in preparation for fiberglass. 

 

Mold-Making Testing and Evaluation 

Although the foam mold was expensive, having a perfect, reusable mold, pictured in Figure 6, 

was worth it. Both top and bottom sections were molded from the same foam piece, which 

simplified the hull-building process and cut the expense of having to order a top mold. After 

molding both portions of the boat, it was obvious that future designs must be drafted at a 10o 

inward angle to allow for easy shell removal and effective vacuum bagging.  The time in turn 

wasted in removing the hull from the mold will be cut to a minimum.  A CNC-cut mold is 

definitely the best option to create an advanced design that would be time consuming to put 

together by classical means. The University of Rochester team is looking to build a personal 

CNC foam cutter for future designs for prototyping and creating final hull molds. 
 

 
Figure 6. Negative foam mold of hull design in original shipping crate. 
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Hull Construction: Composite Structure of Hull Material Cross-Section 

 

Previous Composite Structure 

The previous hull was made from multiple layers of fiberglass on either side of Corecell foam 

with wood flour epoxy as filler at joints. Although this combination of composites creates an 

outstandingly strong hull, the large amounts of epoxy required makes it extremely heavy. 

 

Analysis of Composite Structure Concepts 

This year’s hull was constructed without an internal core material. Instead, the team used 

composite stringers, which were strategically placed throughout the cross-section of the hull 

material to provide flexural rigidity and shear strength. The construction process was derived 

from “stitch and glue” boat building and airplane wing construction techniques. After testing 

different composite thicknesses with MTS machines, the optimal shell combination was created. 

The composite fiberglass combination was chosen for the boat with consideration for shear 

strength, weight, and thickness. This composite consists of a layer of 9-oz 45 degree weave, 

three layers of 6-oz 45-degree weave, then one layer of 4.5-oz weave. The composite also 

consisted of a 12-oz 45-degree weave with 8-oz matt for all angled and corner sections to lend 

excellent rigidity in form.  All of the stringers are made from Corecell foam backed with 12-oz 

45-degree weave that have been attached seamlessly with 12-oz 45-degree weave with 8-oz matt. 

 

Composite Design Testing and Evaluation 

To account for the shear stresses on the composites caused by the concentrated loads from the 

batteries, and electronics, expandable foam, a hot wire foam cutter, and vacuum molded plastic 

compartments were employed. First, expandable polyurethane foam was poured into each 

compartment to provide a buffer to distribute the weight of the heavy components. The team 

built a custom hot wire foam cutter from a variac controlled 1000-Watt power supply and a 

nichrome wire harness.  Before each cut, the nichrome wire is formed in the shape of the object 

to create 1:1 embedded compartments. The carved foam compartments were then press fit with 

plastic compartments created by vacuum molding. This process provides a custom waterproof 

compartment that is vibration dampening and composite preserving. The internal weight of the 

boat will be mostly concentrated in its center, approximately six feet from the transom. This 

concentration is accounted for by additional stringers, dampening foam, ¼” thick rubber gaskets, 

and thick weave fiberglass for rigidity. With most of the weight towards the bow, the boat has a 

high ability to plow when there is no weight (skipper) in the rear to counter the boat’s fixed load.   

This problem is accounted for by setting the angle of the seat at a rearward 15-degree angle from 

the neutral vertical axis to move the skipper’s weight back. 

 

After extensive on the water evaluation at top speeds of approximately~30 mph, the lab tests 

have proven to be correct; as a core material was not necessary when in usage with a thick matt 

backing, stringers and buoyancy foam compartments.  At less than half the weight of the 

previous configuration, it was determined that using stenciled composite stringers coupled with 

expandable foam dampeners is an excellent way to provide rigidity without excessive weight. 
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Shaft Support, Drive Train, and Steering Systems 
 

Shaft Log: Overall Shaft Support Configuration 

 

Analysis of Shaft Support Design Concepts 

For the 2013-2014 academic year there was no bearing used for mid-shaft support. Although this 

caused no major damage, this was a risky decision. A mounted bearing is needed to support the 

middle of the drive shaft and dampen vibrations. Decreasing of vibrations is necessary to provide 

maximum power and rotation to the propeller. It is also important to keep the drive system stable 

so that components are not displaced and damaged by torque. The bearing has to support up to 

6000 rpm, have a large load capacity, and fit the ¾” inch drive shaft. The original design for the 

support of this bearing involved a system of 11-gauge stainless steel rectangular tubing. This 

design involved the use of a pillow block bearing. After some consideration, it was decided this 

support had an unnecessarily large factor of safety because of the gauge size, and was also time 

inefficient to manufacture. Using tubing this thick would be extremely. Also, the required height 

of the mount (to fit the 4 degree angle of the shaft) could not be determined without the drive 

assembly in the boat, delaying its manufacturing process. 

 

Because of this, the team chose a flange mount bearing that could be bolted down to a piece of 

plywood. This plywood is fiberglassed midway down the propeller shaft to all sides of the 

submerged central planing hull. It was then paired up with the bearing after the drive shaft has 

been placed through the back of the boat, so that the angle was naturally determined. An ABEC-

1 Square Cast Iron Mounted Steel Ball Bearing fit the specifications we needed for the bearing. 

It has a dynamic load capacity of 2,860 lbs. and can handle a max rpm of 8,500.  

 

Design Evaluation 

This bearing will satisfy this year’s design specifications, but it will be more ideal to purchase 

mounted roller bearings for future designs. These mounted roller bearings will cost more but are 

generally capable of withstanding much higher loads. Roller bearings also have more specific 

applications, which will allow us to design much more specifically to our application.  

 

Shaft Support: Thrust Bearing 

 

Previous Thrust Bearing Configuration 

In the previous year, the shaft was supported with oil seals, marine grease, a stuffing box in the 

rear, and packing rope. This excessive amount of material was inefficient and unsuccessful, 

given that water still flooded the boat and required three total bilge pumps during competition. 

 

Analysis of Thrust Bearing Design Concepts 

To prevent flooding, this year’s team was highly focused on perfectly waterproofing and 

supporting the exit point of the shaft. In doing so, the team utilized the same mounted square 

bearing, as well as a smaller High-Speed/High-Load Steel Ball Bearing. This bearing has a load 

capacity of 2595 lbs. and a 6000 max rpm, and was mounted similarly to the casing for the 

mounted square bearing. Oil seals, marine grease, and two stainless steel plates were also used. 
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Thrust Bearing Testing and Evaluation 

The team tested the support and waterproofing configurations by launching the boat into a local 

lake. Testing revealed that the bearing allowed seamless rotation of the shaft log and that the 

team was successful in waterproofing the exit point of the shaft.  

 

Overall Drive System 

 

Previous Drive System Design 

The drive shaft and prop shaft system worked well in the previous year, so no major changes 

were made in this system. 

 

Analysis of Drive System Concepts 

The drive shaft is the same as last year’s: a 6 foot ¾” diameter stainless steel rod. This is 

connected to the prop shaft using a Lovejoy coupler. This coupler is held together using a clamp 

designed in the 2013-2014 academic year. The clamp was remade, this time with filleted corners.  

 

 
Figure 7. Right side of shaft coupler. This was the same clamp used in last year’s design. 

 

The prop shaft from the 2013-2014 year was also reused. The same timing belt pulleys are used, 

but a new timing belt had to be purchased. The timing belt ratio is 1:1, making the ratio of the 

power of the motor to the rotation of the propeller also 1:1. 

 

When initially joining the shafts together in the boat, it was obvious that the overall shaft 

assembly extended farther from the stern than necessary. This would cause excessive vibrations, 

thus dampening the rotation the propeller receives. It is also important to keep the propeller 

closest to its support to decrease the bending moment caused by gravity. To resolve this, a hole 

was cut into the one of the stringers, and the motor mount/motor was slid upwards into this hole. 

This allowed the team to extend the shaft from the stern at an optimal length, roughly 6 inches. 
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Drive System Testing and Evaluation 

Utilizing many of last year’s parts, a much stronger motor mount (discussed below), and adding 

a mid-shaft bearing should improve the drive system. Vibrations caused by the motor’s rotation 

will be minimal, and the overall system will be extremely sturdy. Potential improvements for the 

following year include changing the timing belt ratio and designing a gearbox system. 

 

Drive System: Motor Mount 
Previous Motor Mount Design 

While the motor mount for the previous design worked well, it was square, bulky, heavy, and did 

not enhance the modularity of design within the boat.  Another major problem with the mount 

was that, the frame twisted after extended on-water usage due to relatively few retaining bolts. 

 

 
Figure 8. A sketch of the previous motor mount design, showing where deformation occurred.  

 

Analysis of Motor Mount Concepts 

The current motor mount was specifically designed using SolidWorks, to fit the shape of the 

boat. The mount is composed of rounded plates to parallel the center curves of the boat, and 

these plates are welded to rectangular tubing, which sit on the interior design struts of the boat. 

The mount includes 7 holes on each side to ensure that it is securely attached to the boat, which 

will be done using weld nuts, Corecell foam, rubber dampers, and stainless 3/8”-16 bolts. The 

motor mount sits on a line of fiberglassed Corecell cubes that have the weld nuts embedded 

within them. The new motor mount design is shown in Figure x. 

 

 
Figure 9. Depiction of the motor mount with the motor embedded into the central planing hull. 
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Motor Mount Testing and Evaluation 

The motor mount has more than enough strength to handle the torque of the motor (up to 4500 ft-

lb) and its vibrations. It is a solid design that can likely be used for several years, unless future 

boats have a hull design with which it does not pair well. The current design, however, is over-

engineered for the load it is supporting, which prompts room for improvement next year. 

 

Steering System 
 

Previous Design 

The previous design utilized a steering wheel to pull a line that was tied to each end of the rudder. 

This line was made of 4 mm Dyneema Spectra Line. Essentially when the wheel was turned in one 

direction, one end of the rope was pulled in toward the boat, rotating the rudder in its direction. 

Although this system worked, it was difficult to steer due to large quantities of friction that built up 

within the rope and pulleys it traveled through. Additionally, the rope was exposed at critical 

locations, making it likely to fray or give someone a rope burn, and due to the fact that it was rope, it 

was likely to tangle. 
 

Analysis of Design Concepts 

This year, the team decided to switch back to the Teleflex NFB Safe T II Mechanical Steering 

System that was used in the 2012-2013 year. This system was not used in the 2013-2014 year 

because of space constraints and compatibility with the rest of the boat design. This system works by 

converting rotational motion of the steering wheel into linear motion of a rod surrounded by a jacket. 

The rod is flexible and as a result, we can position it at the back of the boat. As the steering wheel 

turns in one direction, the rod contained within the Teleflex is pushed out the end and as it is turned 

in the other direction, the rod is pulled back in. Connected by a pin-type joint to end of the rod is a 

plastic arm. The plastic arm is connected to the rudder so that when the Teleflex extends, the plastic 

rod pushes the rudder to one side and when the Teleflex is retracted, it pulls the rudder to the other 

side. The plastic arm has a 90-degree angle in it to change the direction of the motion from parallel to 

the boat to perpendicular to the rudder as the Teleflex terminates parallel to the boat. This system 

does solve many of the problems from the previous design, including the fraying due to exposed rope 

and the friction caused by using rope. See Appendix T for a schematic of the mechanism. 
 

Steering System Testing and Evaluation 

The new steering system has been tested in on-the-water evaluation. It has proven to be a much 

smoother and less prone to problems. 
 

 

Data Acquisition and Communication 

 

Overview 

Last year for data acquisition, the Curtis Spy Glass information display was used as the main 

readout for data from the motor controller. While this system worked, it was slow and there were 

only a few pieces of data that could be monitored. This year, the data acquisition system was 

upgraded to be more advanced, so that data could be read from the CAN port of the motor 

controller and then forwarded via Bluetooth connection to an Amazon Kindle Fire mounted on 

the dashboard. 
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Previous Design 

Last year, the Spy Glass was connected to the motor controller via a 4-pin serial connection and 

received information such as rpm, remaining battery capacity, battery voltage, and amperage 

draw. While this information was useful in determining remaining run-time and diagnosing 

problems within the power electronics system, the Spy Glass was cumbersome to use and limited 

in the amount of information it could provide. The Spy Glass’ screen could only fit one line of 

text, 12 characters long at a time, so that in order to display all of the data, it needed to flip 

through each piece of data at two second intervals. To view a certain piece of data, for example 

battery voltage, one had to wait until the Spy Glass cycled through all of the other pieces and got 

back to the desired data-readout. 

 

Analysis of Design Concepts 

This year, a much more advanced real-time data acquisition system was implemented to monitor 

boat performance both in test runs before the race and during the competition. This new system 

connected the BAFX OBDII scanning tool to the CAN port of the motor controller to send data 

via Bluetooth to an Amazon Kindle Fire. We ran the Android app, Torque, on the Kindle to 

interpret and display the data. Through Torque, the voltage of the batteries, RPMs and amperage 

draw of the motor, temperature of the batteries and motor, and the remaining battery capacity 

could be monitored in real time simultaneously from the 7” display screen of the Kindle. 

 

Using a Kindle for obtaining feedback from the system instead of the Spy Glass, provided 

several advantages. The most significant advantage was that any data value could be viewed at 

any time, without the processing delay the Spy Glass had. Additionally, feeding the data to a 

much more computationally powerful device, such as the Kindle, allowed for a more complex 

analysis of the runtime conditions of the power electronics system. Torque takes into account 

past data and formulates general trends of the system. For example, Torque can display an 

estimated remaining runtime in minutes, rather than only the remaining percentage of battery 

capacity. The Kindle also stores the data in a text file format that can later be uploaded and 

analyzed by a program such as Excel.  These features were helpful in collecting better data and 

analytics for this year’s boat. 

 

To communicate with team member’s on-shore, hand-held two way radios were used. They were 

used to enable the skipper to update those on the shore about the conditions of the boat, so that in 

case of malfunction or damage, the team on-shore could prepare repairs. The radios were also 

used to update and advise the skipper while driving. 
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Project Management 

Team Sustainability 

University of Rochester Solar Splash is primarily an on-campus club at the University. In an 

effort to strengthen team organization, nurture the overall cohesion of the team, and become 

much more competitive in June, this year’s team remodeled itself from the ground up. While 

the current team’s president, Edward Ruppel ’17, is a sophomore, this team has done a 

significant amount of research on its previous strengths and weaknesses in order to revitalize 

the club. The core leaders of this team, which also includes Vice President Matt Dombroski 

’17, have been tremendously aggressive in reaching out to previous student members and 

faculty for guidance in order to complete the project within a strict self-prescribed timeline. 

Spearheaded by Jonah Burstein ‘17, and the current executive board, a new program has been 

instituted as well to provide crowdfunding to allow for financial stability and liquid sources of 

funds for future purchases. Significant changes were made to the team’s shop in order to 

maximize workspace, promote cleanliness, and ensure that all available resources were 

utilized. The boat was built upon a mobile table, which sat on workhorses with wheels, 

allowing the team to move the boat when necessary. This now seasoned but young team is well 

set up for future development and expansion, given that its current leaders will have many 

years ahead. 

Team Organization 

This current team’s President is Edward Ruppel ‘17, a biomedical engineering student at the 

University. The presidents’ duties involve recruitment, technical oversight of the project, and 

task designation. Matt Dombroski ’17 is the current Vice President and is responsible for 

maintaining the team’s relationship with the UR Mechanical Engineering Department, Student 

Association, and other engineering clubs. As the current business manager, Jonah Burstein ’17 is 

responsible for managing all transactions incurred by the club and securing funding from various 

sponsors. Minsoo Lee ’17 is the current Chief Electrical Engineer and is responsible for leading a 

group of members in configuring all electrical systems on the boat. This year, the construction 

phase of the new boat was split into three major sections: the hull, mechanical systems, and 

electrical systems. During the previous academic year, the first semester was dedicated primarily 

to planning the project, while the second semester and first semester of this academic year were 

dedicated constructing the hull. Edward Ruppel ’17 lead a group of members in designing the 

boat and employed the help of Matthew Dombroski ‘18, Josh Lomeo ‘18, Madeline Hermann 

‘17, and Jacob Krapf ‘18 to take charge of the construction phase. Josh Lomeo ’18 and Edward 

Ruppel ’17 designed the mechanical drive systems. The university machine shop was employed 

to produce the drivetrain components to military specifications. Weekly team meetings and 

biweekly executive board meetings allowed regular communication.  

Project Planning 

Weekly meetings were scheduled throughout the year to organize efforts. The first meetings of 

each semester were geared towards recruiting new members. Subsequent meetings focused on 

assigning tasks and responsibilities to individuals and groups of club members. This year our 

goals were focused on the construction of a new hull, and the improvement of the mechanical 

and electrical systems. Hull improvements were made in the form of a brand new design, so 
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that the boat can be more hydrodynamic and more efficient than previous models. Mechanical 

improvements made this year include the redesign of the dashboard and the change of the angle 

in the drive shaft. New solar panels that are more efficient and light weight have been 

purchased to replace previous year’s panels. A new solar panel mount has been designed and 

built as the previous system was inefficient. The new system has allowed for the easy mounting 

and un-mounting of the panels through the use of pins that can be clipped and unclipped.  

Funding and Finances 

The Hajim School at the University of Rochester funded the majority of the project. We received 

a generous budget of $6,700. Approximately $2,000 was spent on epoxy, fiberglass, paint and 

other hull materials. Miscellaneous expenses, tools, including belt sanders, acetone and other 

shop equipment such as metal reinforcements, and organizational equipment are expected to cost 

at least $2,000. Our expected expenses for the competition will approach about $3,800 dollars, 

accounting for traveling costs, food and lodging. We were also allotted funds from the UR 

Student Association, which will be covering a large amount of our traveling expenses. 

 

Sponsorship  

In order to generate the largest and most relevant list of potential partners, team members in 

charge of each project (electrical, steering, motor, hull, etc.) were responsible for creating an 

initial list of potential partners per system.  

 

The engineers then relayed this information to the business manager, who then did in depth 

research on each company to find out whether or not there was a clear reason that both Solar 

Splash and the company would benefit from a partnership.  

 

If any mutual benefits were found, the business manager contacted each company and managed 

all aspects of any transactions; bringing in the engineers if needed. As of writing the tech report 

we have contacted CADimensions/Solidworks, Klein Steel as well as SBM Solar; all of whom 

have agreed to partner with UR Solar Splash. 

 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Hull 

Rochester Solar Splash successfully created a competitive hull after experimentation with the 

previous four iterations. With a pickle fork trimaran, we believe that it will be competitive with 

other submissions. Although the design is solid, the release from the mold proved to be 

somewhat of a challenge due to the many design features; i.e. the more surface areas for static 

adhesion, the more static pressure to release the mold from shell without cracking. 

Additionally, now that we have two years of familiarity with Dassault Systemes’ Solidworks, 

we are comfortable designing advanced composite monohulls. With upperclassmen and their 

knowledge of finite element analysis we will be able to minimize weight and maximize 

hydrodynamic efficiency next year. In terms of construction, using a CNC foam cutter, “stitch 

and glue” stringers, and vacuum bagging turned out to be successful and not time consuming. 
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In the future, we will definitely utilize the process we have experimented with this year, taking 

note that future designs must have no vertical surface for mold release adhesion. 

Drive Train and Motors 

Using the previous configurations as previous years, we have optimized our drive train system 

to the motor specifications. Using information from Appendix E, we have determined the 

optimal rpm of 3000 for our motor and have calibrated it to maintain that level throughout the 

race. Other improvements include the shaft log and clamp, which has increased the reliability 

of the drive train system. In future years, a more suitable motor should be used as our current 

one is not efficient for low current. 

Electrical Systems 

The wiring was greatly improved this year. All wires were standardized with 1/0 wire for all 

power systems, 10 AWG for the solar power system, and 18 AWG for all other lower power 

and/or logic systems. This updated wiring system keeps power loss due to resistance low and 

also improves the maintainability and safety of the system. Additionally, the solar panels were 

upgraded to be more efficient and lighter weight, providing more electric power for the motor 

while keeping the weight of the boat low. We succeeded in reprogramming our motors to allow 

us to draw maximal power from them in the sprint and the appropriate power to maximize 

efficiency during the endurance races. 
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Appendix B: Flotation Calculations  

Description Sprint (lbs.) Endurance (lbs.) 

Batteries 99 99 

Engine 50 50 

Hull 45 45 

Motor Controller 15 15 

Solar Arrays 0 50 

Cables 20 20 

Steering (Including Rudder) 15 15 

Passenger 150 150 

Miscellaneous (Chair, Safety, etc) 30 30 

Shaft and Propeller 25 25 

TOTAL (x1.2) 449 (538.8) 499 (598.8) 

 
The displacement due to the wall thickness of our foam and fiberglass composite will account for 

part of the flotation. The buoyant force,𝐹𝐵, is calculated as follows, where 𝐴𝑏is the surface area 

of the hull, t is the thickness of the boat and 𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the density of water 

 

𝐹𝐵 = 𝐴𝑏𝑡𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 22 𝑓𝑡2 ×
0.15 𝑖𝑛

12 𝑖𝑛/𝑓𝑡
× 62.2

𝑙𝑏

𝑓𝑡3
=  17.105 𝑙𝑏  

 

The remaining buoyant force must be created in another way. 580 lbs. of buoyant force must still 

be accounted for in order to avoid sinking when capsized. 

 

598.8 − 17.105 = 581.695 𝑙𝑏 

𝑉𝐷 =
581.695 𝑙𝑏

62.2 𝑙𝑏/𝑓𝑡3
= 9.352 𝑓𝑡3 

 

Therefore approximately 9.4 cubic feet must be displaced. 3 Optimist sailboat airbags from The 

Boat Locker, which each hold approximately 2 cubic feet of air, will be distributed strategically 

along the bottom of the hull (one in the front and one by each gunwale). Buoyancy foam 

distributed in the front and along the sides of the hull also sums to roughly 4.5 cubic feet in 

volume. The airbags and buoyancy foam add a total of roughly 10.5 cubic feet of buoyancy, 

which covers the remaining buoyancy force VD. 
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Appendix C: Proof of Insurance  
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Appendix D: Team Roster  
Kevin Bonko ‘17 is currently pursuing a degree in Mechanical Engineering. He is the Shop 

Master and is responsible for machining parts and teaching safety within the shop. 

  

Jonah Burstein ’17 is currently pursuing a Business degree and serves as the team’s Business 

Manager. His main responsibilities involve securing sponsors, managing all expenses, and 

recording all transactions. 

 

Kelly Chang ‘17 is currently pursuing degrees in Mechanical Engineering and Business as well 

as a Mathematics minor. Her key responsibility was to compile and finalize the Technical 

Report.  

 

Jonavelle Cuerdo ’18 is currently pursuing a degree in Biomedical Engineering. She assisted 

with the boat’s steering system.  

 

Matthew Dombroski ’17 is currently pursuing a degree in Electrical and Computer 

Engineering. He is the current Vice President and is responsible for maintaining the equipment 

and work environment. He is also responsible for all electrical systems of the boat; including the 

solar system, power electronics system, and telemetry system.  

  

Madeline Hermann ’17 is currently pursuing a degree in Statistics. She has been indispensable 

in her knowledge of fiberglass composite manufacturing. 

 

Brianna Herron ’18 is currently pursuing an Electrical and Computer degree. She is the current 

Fundraising Chair and is helping with the electronics systems of the boat. 

 

Jake Krapf ’18 is currently pursuing a Biomedical Engineering degree. He is the Chief Engineer 

and is responsible for supervising the Chief Electrical and Chief Mechanical Engineers. 

 

Minsoo Lee ’16 is currently pursuing a degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering with a 

concentration in robotics and control system. He is the current Chief Electrical Engineer. 

 

Josh Lomeo ’18 is currently pursuing a degree in Mechanical Engineering. He is the Chief 

Mechanical engineer and is responsible for designing and testing mechanical systems of the boat. 

 

Nicole Munz ‘18 is currently pursuing a degree in Mechanical Engineering. She is the 

Communications Chair, which includes secretarial duties. 

   

Breanna O’Reilly ’17 is currently pursuing a degree in Biomedical Engineering with a 

concentration in Cell and Tissue Engineering. She is the teams Social Chair and is responsible 

for campus and community outreach.  

 

Teddy Reiss ’18 is currently pursuing a degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering. He is 

primarily responsible with the steering system as well as helping with the rest of the boat. 
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Edward Ruppel ’17 is currently pursuing a Biomedical Engineering degree. He is the current 

President and is responsible for establishing a timeline, designating tasks to other members, 

overseeing the project, organizing all aspects of the clubs processes, and communicating with 

faculty. He is also responsible for all aspects of the mechanical drive systems, the hull design, 

modernization of the UR Solar Splash shops, and competition logistics. 

 

Nitish Sardana ’17 is currently pursuing a Biomedical Engineering degree. He has been mainly 

responsible for assisting in the construction phase of the boat. 

  

Steven Tau ’16 is currently pursuing a degree in Chemical Engineering. Having served as 

President in the past, he has continued to advise current leadership in multiple areas of the 

design, construction, and refinement processes. 
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Appendix E: ThunderStruck AC-9 Motor Torque 

Performance 
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Appendix F: Sprint Electrical Losses and Power 

Consumption 

 

The sprint motor configuration has a peak of 18 HP, which is equivalent to 13.4 kW: 

 

18 𝐻𝑝 ×
745 𝑊

1 𝐻𝑃
= 13410 𝑊 

 

At a peak voltage of 36 V 

𝑃 = 𝐼𝑉 = 13410 = (36)(𝐼) → 𝐼 = 372.5 𝐴 

 
The current will therefore be on the order of 350-400 A flowing from the batteries depending on 

the internal impedances. Our batteries can produce 720 cold cranking amps, and therefore 

approximately 700 cranking amps, ample current for this application. 

 
However at these great currents, come significant power losses in the electrical system. 1/0 

Gage Copper wire has an impedance of 0.09827 Ω per 1000 ft. We used 8 feet of this wire that 

will carry the current of this wire, the voltage drop across the wire is approximately 0.29 V 

and the power loss is about 6% of our original. 

 

𝑅 = 8𝑓𝑡 ×
. 09827Ω

1000𝑓𝑡
= 7.86 × 10−4Ω 

𝑉 = 𝐼𝑅 = 372.5(7.86 × 10−4) = .29 V 

𝑃 = 𝐼2𝑅 = .29 × 372.5 = 108 𝑊 

% 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 100 ×
108 𝑊

13410 𝑊
≈ 0.8 % 

 

This is 3 times better than the 2.3% estimated loss last year. 
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Appendix G: Solar Panel Specifications 
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Appendix H: Outback FLEXmax60 Charge Controller 

Specifications 
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Appendix I: Solar Panel Area Reduction Calculations 

 
Calculations for Reducing Solar Panel Output 

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
=

258 𝑊

17.3 𝑓𝑡2
=

14.9 𝑊

𝑓𝑡2
 

 
The above equation indicates the average power generated from each square mm of the solar 
panel. 

 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑃𝑉 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 = (2 𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠)(258 𝑊) = 516 𝑊 

 
The maximum allowed power from the PV array is 480W. We want to evenly reduce the power 

on each solar panel so that our PV array output is within the 480W limit. 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐸𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 =
516 𝑊 − 480𝑊

2 𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠
=

18 𝑊

𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙
 

 
To reduce the total power of the PV array, we will cover an area of necessary to reduce each 
panel power output by 18W. 
 

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 =
18𝑊

258𝑊
× 17.3𝑓𝑡2 = 1.2 𝑓𝑡2 

 

The calculations above show the area of each solar panel that needs to be covered in order to 

reduce the power output of the PV array by 36W. We will be covering each solar panel with 

reflective material such as aluminum foil. 
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Appendix J: Circuit Schematic 
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Appendix K: Hull Design Drawings 
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Appendix L: Bearings Used in Drive System 
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Appendix M: Steel Shaft Oil Seal  
This seal was used to seal the juncture where the shaft meets the motormount. 
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Appendix N: Motor Mount Plates, Assembly, and Placement 
These figures depict the new motor mount design and the way it is specifically configured in the 

hull. Note that the curves of the back plate on the motor mount conform neatly to the cavity 

formed by the central planing hull. Round cuts decreased amount of required material without 

sacrificing rigidity and strength in stress and strain. All cuts and welds for the motor mount 

plates were contracted to John Miller. 
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Appendix O. Drive Train Concept Analysis  
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Appendix P: Drivetrain Stress Analysis 
 

Drive Shaft: 
 

 

Figure P1: Drive Shaft FBD 

 
The drive shaft was analyzed at the point where it most likely to fail, the interface 

between the 1’’ and the ¾’’ diameter which is located at the thrust bearing. This area creates a 

stress concentration which increases the chance of failure. The axial loads, 698 lbs., are well 

within the critical load for buckling (on the order of 15x10
3 

psi) so the factor of safety wasn’t 

considered for this scenario. Using a bending moment of 19 ft.lb (mostly from the shafts own 

weight) and an applied torque of 90 ft.lb, we were able to calculate the factor of safety for the 

shaft. Other parameters considered were the stress concentration at the bearing interface, which 

we found to be 1.7, and the material properties of 1040 steel. The factor of safety for the beam 

using these parameters was calculated to be 4.5. 

  

 Front Thrust Plate: 

The thrust load from the propeller is supported by a thrust bearing. We ensure that the 

loads are transferred to the bearing by tapering the propeller shaft from 1’’ diameter to ¾’’ at 

the bearing interface. The bearing itself is discusses elsewhere, but assuming a solid bolted fit, 

the thrust forces will be transferred from the thrust bearing to the thrust plate. We initially had 

two options for the plate, one at 0.125’’ thickness and another at 0.25’’ thickness. Both designs 

were 4’’x 7.5’’ we analyzed the stresses and displacements in each option to determine if the 

plate would deform beyond the tolerance of our system (near 0.02 inches to ensure the roller 

bearing’s safety). 

The 0.125’’ design was analyzed in Patran, with non-displacement conditions at the 

interfaces between the 1 inch
2 

stainless support bars and the corners of the plate. The load was 

estimated as a 698 lb. thrust load. The load was conservatively estimated by assuming that the 

100% of the motor’s peak power output (~33,000 ft. lbs.) is transferred to the propeller, the 

thrust force is the peak power divided by the foreword velocity. The maximum speed of the 

boat is near 28 knots/hour, thus we calculate the maximum thrust load to be 698 lbs. We 

divided the load in equal sections across an area 0.05 square inches around each bolt hole.  

We saw that the deformation on the plate in the z-direction (thrust direction) was too 
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small (3.23x10
-4 

inches) to disrupt the function of the roller bearing. The peak stresses within 

the plate were satisfactory, as 23,100 psi gave us a safety factor of 2.87. We then analyzed a 

0.25’’ plate in Nastran to examine its deformations. We used similar boundary conditions as 

before, but since the thrust bearing is being connected with a mounting plate this time, we used 

a distributed force around the edge of the inner circle to model the thrust force. 

The model showed that the plate held up to the forces much more robustly. Its 

maximum deformation was only 0.000183 inches, within our tolerance and the max stress was 

2910 psi. For 304 stainless this gives the design a safety factor of 21.3. The entire drive train is 

encased within the boat so elemental factors were no taken into account. The thicker plate’s 

improved performance and safety factor enticed our group to use the thicker plate design. 
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Appendix Q: Shaft Coupling Parts 
The shaft coupling used in joining the drive shafts used the following parts. 
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Appendix R: Motor Belt and Pulley 
This motor belt and neoprene timing belt were used in the motor. 
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Appendix S: Drive Shaft Specifications 
Specifications for the drive shafts used in the boat. 
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Appendix T: Steering Mechanism 
This is a schematic of the steering mechanism used in this year’s design. 
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Appendix U: Corecell Technical Data 
Material specifications for Corecell foam used as central interface material within stringer 

construction.  
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